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THE CONFLICT BETWEEN PARTISAN INTERESTS 
AND NORMATIVE EXPECTATIONS IN ELECTORAL 
SYSTEM CHANGE. HUNGARY IN 2014

RÉKA VÁRNAGY AND GABRIELLA ILONSZKI1

ABSTRACT Academic literature is divided about the importance of the normative 
versus the partisan background of electoral system change. While concerns 
regarding the former electoral system were justified in Hungary the article argues 
that the actual reform dominantly followed partisan interests and even neglected 
normative concerns. Applying the approach of the Electoral Integrity Project the 
analysis of various aspects, like the electoral law itself, electoral procedures, voter 
registration, party and candidate registration, media coverage, campaign finance, 
voting process, vote count, and the role of electoral authorities demonstrates that 
Hungary’s ranking is strikingly low for almost every element, often ranking last 
from a comparative perspective. The new electoral system is a building block in the 
construction of a predominant party system.  
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INTRODUCTION

The expanding literature on electoral reform has proposed a comprehensive 
approach towards electoral system change, arguing that looking beyond the 
simple logic of maximizing gains for the dominant political elite allows for the 
assessment of the normative drivers behind such change (Hazan – Leyenaar  
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2014). Indeed, electoral systems tend to fulfil normative expectations like 
providing fair representation and stable government. More nuanced, practical 
concerns such as making elections cheaper or more intelligible are also regarded 
as positive outcomes. However, these normative goals are intermingled with 
the rule-makers’ political interests. The delicate balance between normative 
goals and strategic partisan goals becomes highly visible at the moment of 
electoral system change. Academic literature is divided about the importance 
of the normative versus the partisan background of electoral system change. 
Rational choice literature argues for the supremacy of partisan interests in the 
formation (transformation) of electoral system design (Benoit 2004, Colomer 
2005), claiming that seat maximization is the parties’ main interest. Others 
(Shugart 2001) focus on normative claims: if the electoral system does not 
bring representative demands to the surface, or the prospective formation 
of a government remains opaque to voters in the electoral process, or the 
mandate majority counters the voters’ electoral majority, the electoral system is 
unbalanced and requires modification on normative grounds. 

However, as Bowler and Donovan note: “When elites want to change 
institutions, however, appeals to narrow self-interested or partisan goals seem 
somehow inappropriate or at least ineffective. Appeals grounded in an over-
expression of self-interest are not used very frequently despite the fact that self-
interest is a major component of how institutions, and institutional changes, 
are understood. Instead, campaigners focus on the procedural and conceptual 
consequences of institutional change.” (2013:45).The authors suggest making 
a clear distinction between the arguments for change (along with the promises 
that are made) and the actual results of the reform process. With an analysis of 
the new electoral system that was introduced in Hungary in 2011 and was first 
implemented at the 2014 parliamentary elections, we explore the connection 
between normative and partisan motives and the actual outcomes of the new 
electoral design. We argue that while there existed a broad array of arguments 
for change mainly based on normative claims, the actual reform dominantly 
followed partisan interests and even neglected normative concerns. Analysis 
of the Hungarian case can enrich our understanding of the limitations of the 
normative approach to electoral reform and explain how the pressure to answer 
to the electorate interacts with strategically driven reform processes. 

The electoral reform in Hungary was vigorously debated, even provoking 
international interest and criticism, notably by the Venice Commission (an 
organization of the Council of Europe that oversees the state of democracy in 
different countries) and the OECD/ODIHIR and was part of a broad institutional 
process of transformation. This increases the relevance of our research question 
which may be framed as: ‘how were normative demands and expectations 
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implemented by the governing majority?’ Our analysis is structured along three 
claims: the first is that normative concerns served as a starting point for the 
Hungarian reform because concerns regarding the former electoral system were 
justified and corrections were due. Our second claim is that partisan interests 
overruled normative and practical considerations in the formation of the new 
electoral rules. In order to comprehend the partisan aspect of electoral reform, we 
are required to ask “why, when and in what form” questions, as Katz eloquently 
formulated it (Katz 2005). Finally, by placing the new electoral system into the 
frame of electoral integrity we demonstrate in what respect the new electoral 
design is responding to normative and partisan interests. 

NORMATIVE CLAIMS 

The old electoral system (Law XXXIV of 1989) was designed in the process 
of negotiations between post-communist and new opposition parties during the  
change of system and was a true compromise in the sense that it reflected the 
priorities of the different actors: the post-communists’ desire to create single-
member districts (SMDs) (as their cadres had local ties) and the new parties’ 
demands for proportionality (as the new party labels were assumed to be more 
telling than their still largely unknown personalities). The mixed-member system 
responded to both expectations. In addition to the SMDs, other instruments, 
which generally represented entry barriers to smaller parties, also supported the 
electoral system’s majoritarian bias. The two territorial tiers (the regional and 
the national) did not reduce disproportionality. Due to the small magnitude of 
districts, the territorial lists favored bigger parties, and only in Budapest (where 
the district size was bigger) were smaller parties able to win mandates (Fábián 
1999). The two biggest parties always won more than 60 percent of territorial 
mandates, a proportion that rose above 90 percent with the concentration of the 
party system in the 2000s. The entry of smaller parties was also constrained 
because only those parties could set up a regional list that were able to run 
candidates in at least one-third of the region’s SMDs, and only those parties 
could set up a national list that had established at least seven regional lists. Still, 
the national list guaranteed proportionality to some degree as the fragmented 
votes from SMDs and regional lists were added up and earned mandates, there 
being no votes cast on the national list.

On these grounds concerns with respect to representation became explicit 
as smaller parties were placed in a disadvantageous position: not only the 
threshold requirement but the regional list requirements, not to mention the 
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advantage of big parties in SMDs, reduced their electoral opportunities. A 
particular problem with representation concerned ethnic minorities which 
were given a constitutional warrant for fair representation by the modified 
Hungarian Constitution in 1990. According to the ruling of the Hungarian 
Constitutional Court, the absence of minority representation in the parliament 
was unconstitutional (35/1992.Resolution (VI.10) and needed remedy.

In contrast, the electoral system well served the idea of governability as at each 
election it ensured a majority coalition government. Of course, coalition formation 
is also a function of parties’ coalition potential, but relative majority winners 
were always able to establish stable coalitions with junior partner(s). In 1994, one 
party even managed to gain an absolute majority of seats and formed an oversize 
coalition with a more-than-two-thirds majority. This type of supermajority 
reoccurred as a result of the 2010 elections. The significance of this event is 
that certain laws, including the electoral law, can be amended only with a two-
thirds majority. We shall return to the significance of this condition in the next 
section during an analysis of the moments of change. Overall, as a result of the 
stable party system, along with the electoral rules, governability prevailed, which 
distinguished Hungary from most new democracies in Central Eastern Europe. 

Some further problems with the functioning of the electoral system were highly 
visible. Most importantly, party finance and campaign finance regulations were 
a cause of concern. These were not transparent and gave an advantage to the 
larger parties represented in parliament. The regulations were articulated in 
the transition period of the early 1990s and represented the priorities of the 
negotiating parties, most of whom became parliamentary parties, making them 
resistant to change. State subsidies were provided to parties that received at 
least 1 percent of the vote at the preceding election, with 25 percent of the 
subsidy divided equally among parliamentary parties that had won mandates 
on the national list and 75 percent divided in proportion to vote share among 
all parties that reached the 1 percent threshold. The electoral law limited the 
amount of campaign spending per candidate (Law C of 1997) but the parties 
chose to overlook this legal requirement. Parties tended to overspend; some even 
went bankrupt (Ilonszki 2008). Party finances, particularly in the campaign 
period, were scattered with corruption scandals and dubious relations between 
private enterprises and parties – leading to loyal entrepreneurs being awarded 
government contracts (Enyedi 2007). 

In addition to the above-mentioned proportionality and financial concerns, 
some other issues were also at stake – and gained importance during the 
formation of the new electoral design. After 1990, no redistricting had taken 
place, despite natural population movements. This situation had been already 
criticized by an official statement of the Hungarian Constitutional Court in 2005 
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and also ran counter to the advice of the Venice Commission which suggested 
that a 10 percentage point difference was acceptable, and a 15 percentage point 
difference the highest level tolerable between the populations of the SMDs. 
More than half of the 176 SMDs in Hungary exceeded this 10 percent difference 
threshold and close to one third exceeded the “intolerable” 15 percent difference. 
The most extreme example involved the population size of the most and the least 
populated SMD being different by a multiple of 2.75 (László 2012). One can 
justifiably claim that, by any standards, redistricting was due. 

Candidate nomination procedures were criticized, virtually from the first 
moment of the new democratic system. A candidate was required to collect 750 
so-called nomination slips in the SMDs to qualify to run. Although this number 
may not seem to be high, it was increasingly difficult to fulfil the task, particularly 
for smaller parties, for two reasons. First, large parties with ample resources were 
quick to collect the slips – raiding their district and collecting many more than 
they needed to ‘qualify’ – thus the small parties could not reach out to the most 
accessible voters. Second, this method made election fraud possible: exchanging 
nomination slips for money (or goods) was not uncommon. Moreover, as 
nomination slips were posted to voters together with their registration slips which 
contained personal data about the voters, it became common practice to steal 
nomination slips from citizens’ post-boxes. With the help of this personal data the 
slips could be filled in and used to support a party ‘in need’. It was also fortuitous 
to some that voters, by handing over their nomination slips to a party (candidate), 
disclosed their party preferences. These nomination slips were taken to the local 
election committee for verification, and although they should have been destroyed 
afterwards, their confidentiality remained an issue. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that the Hungarian electoral system was 
widely claimed to be too complicated and hard to understand (Benoit 1996, 
Schiemann 2001). At the time of its formation one legislator complained that 
it was so complicated that “the voters, if they want to understand it, will have 
to take at least one course on vote calculation” (cited by Schiemann 2001:231). 
There is no hard evidence about this issue, but the combination of three tiers 
and two votes and the compensation mechanism were probably difficult to 
understand at first glance. Still, as demonstrated by the academic literature, 
Hungarian voters were informed as they tended to vote strategically (Duch and 
Palmer 2002, Benoit 2001) and by way of ticket splitting between their SMD and 
territorial list voting, ensured the survival of small parties2. 

2  From a broader perspective it is worth noting that even complex electoral systems like mixed 
member ones show the expected effects and have stimulated the strategic behavior of voters early 
on in new democracies (see Moser and Scheiner, 2009; Riera, 2013). 
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THE MOMENT OF CHANGE – WHY, WHEN, AND WHAT?

In post-communist new democracies, electoral system changes occurred 
largely in the initial period of democratization and then became less frequent 
and less substantial. In the second decade after initial modifications were made, 
significant changes to electoral systems became even less frequent as attempts 
to this end failed (Nikolenyi 2011). This condition makes the Hungarian 
transformation interesting in itself. Moreover, wherever an electoral system 
change was introduced, unlike in Hungary, it happened in the direction of 
proportional representation (Bielasiak 2002:192)3. This type or turn of change 
warns that the electoral system should be approached as both an independent 
and a dependent variable (Leyenaar – Hazan 2011:438) as contextual causation 
is as important as the actual outcome of the electoral design. 

The WHY question is not that difficult to answer, even if at first glance it 
may seem obvious that it is not in the interest of a governing party who are the 
majority and are in charge of any transformation to change an electoral system 
that brought them victory. But parties may fear coming elections and want to 
consolidate their positions with new regulation (Katz 2015). This approach 
strengthens the perspective that the motivation of a party is paramount in 
electoral system change. As Nunez and Jacobs add (2016), electoral system 
changes can be understood as located in a complex matrix of constraints and 
opportunities: changes of government, crisis momentum, and electoral volatility 
may all work in favor of new regulation. The Hungarian case supports these 
arguments.  

Clearly, changing the rules of the electoral game has been on the agenda 
in Hungary for some time. In the 1994-98 parliament and government term 
all-party negotiations resulted in an agreement to decrease the size of the 
parliament and increase its representative context. Still, disagreements about 
some other concrete issues meant that the parliament’s final decision fell five 
votes short of the constitutional majority required for change. During the term 
of the next government (1998-2002) a parliamentary commission was even set 
up, but results were inconclusive. The desire to decrease the size of parliament 
was a common denominator among the parties, but deep divisions prevailed 
regarding the share of the nominal and list tiers, and regarding one-round or 
two-round ballots in SMDs, which have a direct impact on the chances of both 
smaller and bigger parties and also determine the rules of party cooperation-
competition. Fidesz (the senior governing party at that time) proved to be the 

3  One possible exception in this regard was the electoral system change in Romania in 2008, which 
however was soon ‘retransformed’. 
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most persistent at arguing to maintain the majority run off system in SMDs and 
to favor governability as opposed to representation. Although electoral system 
change remained a reoccurring theme in the subsequent terms, diverging party 
interests and the polarized political landscape undermined not only the reform 
consensus but the interest in reform as well.    

The TIMING of the reform is connected to the why question and also 
illuminates the background process – why was the post-2010 period appropriate 
for the change? We argue that the failure and the collapse of the party cartel 
was the main reason (Ilonszki – Várnagy, 2014). The political-constitutional 
framework hammered out during the democratic transition in 1990 ensured 
the participating parties a safe position: the regulations of the electoral system 
protected them from external challengers and the cartel fulfilled claims for 
stability and governability. While all partisan actors who participated in the 
agreement were satisfied, there was no motivation for change. Later, when 
dissatisfaction grew, none of them were in the position to pursue fundamental 
transformation singlehandedly, as this would have required a two-thirds 
majority agreement. Thus the old system remained. When the integrity and 
the popularity of the left was challenged and the earthquake election in 2010 
destroyed the remains of the bipolar framework (Enyedi – Benoit 2011) time 
was ripe for the evolving and dominant party Fidesz to introduce major reforms, 
including electoral system change. Moreover, two fundamentally political 
phenomena influenced the direction of the change: first, an understanding that 
the former partisan bipolarity had been replaced by a tri-polar framework in 
which a divided opposition had emerged: a fragmented left (including the once-
large party MSzP and a small green party, LMP) and an extreme right (Jobbik) 
– and that any cooperation between the left and the extreme right would be 
excluded by all means. Second, that among these conditions the Fidesz-KDNP 
party alliance could enjoy a lasting position of relative majority but also that 
such ‘overrepresentation’ (that is, a two-thirds majority) would normally 
require particular political conditions and thus was associated with an air of 
uncertainty. On these grounds the new electoral design was created to fulfil two 
requirements: to provide extra advantages to the largest party so that it could 
benefit from a two-thirds majority, while a party with only a modest relative 
majority could not become predominant. 

It seems that by 2011 there was ample partisan motivation to drive electoral 
system change, while some normative claims also appeared to be justified. 
However, the information provided to voters did not reflect these normative 
claims. Electoral reform was poorly and one-sidedly framed in public discourse, 
and the entire process involved a serious lack of transparency and public and 
political scrutiny (Tóka 2013). The new electoral law (CCIII of 2011) was 
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accepted despite protest from the opposition parties, with Jobbik voting against 
and MSZP and LMP abstaining from the vote.

Public debate was focused on three elements of the reform: parliament size, 
minority representation, and voter registration. Due to political calculations and 
the very limited timeframe, the rest of the proposed and accepted changes were 
only discussed after the legislation had passed. The main explanation given for 
the reform was that parliament needed downsizing, which was an easy point 
to sell, with populist overtones: too many politicians cost too much money. 
This was one of the (very few) campaign slogans and promises of Fidesz in 
2010. Interestingly, even candidates who agreed with the prospective reduction 
in the number of mandates were carefully selected at that time. Neither the 
reduction of seats from 386 to 199 nor the elimination of mandate accumulation 
(joint occupation of parliamentary and local mandates) triggered any obvious 
intra-party debate, although both had substantial effects on the political career 
opportunities of many Fidesz politicians. Unsurprisingly, after the 2014 
elections the party faithful former parliamentarians or MPs-cum-mayors were 
compensated with some of the spoils (Dobos – Kurtán – Várnagy, 2016). 

In addition to parliament size, minority representation appeared among 
Fidesz’ party promises, including minorities living in Hungary as well as 
ethnic Hungarians living outside state borders. In the latter case, the symbolic 
connection between Hungary and the ethnic Hungarian minority groups was 
strongly emphasized. In contrast, the opposition focused on the idea of voter 
registration, initially also part of the new regulation. The register of voter 
domicile had been well established (mainly based on the system inherited from 
the communist era, with its deep surveillance system) thus voters did not have 
to register directly in order to vote. Still, the rule-makers wanted to introduce 
a new regulation through which voter registration was required. Registration 
was finally ruled out by the Constitutional Court which came to the conclusion 
that pre-registration would restrict the right to vote, without constitutional 
justification (1/2013. (I. 7) thus the governing Fidesz-KDNP party alliance had 
to revoke this proposition.  

Given the many concerns and the few promises, WHAT did the electoral 
reform actually entail? Table 1 offers an overview of the electoral system before 
and after the 2011 reform. As the size of the parliament almost halved, the 
number of SMDs also decreased, but their share in the distribution of mandates 
increased. Under the previous electoral system 45.6 percent of mandates were 
distributed in SMDs which yielded highly disproportional results, especially 
in the 1990s. With the reform, the proportion of mandates distributed in SMDs 
increased to 53.3 percent, thus reinforcing the majoritarian tendency of the 
electoral system. SMDs have always been won by large parties. This reached an 
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extreme during the 2010 earthquake elections when Fidesz gained 174 out the 
176 SMD mandates.   

Table 1. The Hungarian Electoral System before and after 2011

Electoral system pre-2011 New electoral system
Size of parliament 386 199

Number of tiers 3 2
No. of SMDs 176 106

Ballot in SMDs majority run off relative majority
Number of regional lists 20 none, eliminated
Formula used on regional 

list Hagenbach-Bischoff none

National list 1 1

Ballot on national list no vote, served as a 
compensatory list non-preferential vote

Formula used on national 
list d’Hondt d’Hondt

Representation of ethnic 
minorities none

nationality  party lists with 
preferential quota for winning 

mandate,
ethnic spokesperson in case of 

not winning a mandate
Source: Authors’ compilation

Obviously, the rule maker’s intention was to maintain this advantage. Two 
particular measures – namely, the replacement of majority run off with a 
one-round (first-past-the-post, FPTP) election in SMDs and the facilitation of 
candidate nomination – served this purpose well.  According to the new rule, 
obtaining a relative majority of the vote was enough to gain a SMD mandate, 
while formerly 50 percent of votes were required in the first round. The voter 
participation threshold was also eliminated, further contributing to the low 
winning threshold. Even more importantly, the elimination of the second round 
totally transformed the dynamics of the political game. Formerly, the parties 
used the time between the two rounds to forge potentially winning alliances 
for the second round, but the new rules encourage parties to form strategic 
alliances prior to elections. This offers a more transparent choice to voters but 
pre-election alliances can be risky if partners are not fully informed about the 
district’s political and personal leanings; moreover, this set-up weakens smaller 
parties which become less visible without a candidate, not to mention the vague 
chances of cooperation occurring within a highly polarized opposition.  

The transformed system for nomination is possibly the best illustration of 
how a necessary corrective measure can become distorted, and how partisan 
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vote-maximizing considerations win in the end (see particularly László 2015). 
According to the new regulations, voters are entitled to support as many 
candidates (parties) as they want by signing so-called recommendation forms 
and providing their personal identity number. This method indeed creates 
a greater opportunity for new parties (candidates) to appear on the political 
scene than the former procedure which allowed the voter only one single 
nomination. The new and generous financing mechanism (discussed below) is a 
further source of motivation for new parties (and candidates) to enter electoral 
politics. If a party is able to run 27 SMD candidates (from the 106 SMDs) in 
the required regional spread, it may also establish a national list, a financially 
highly rewarding undertaking. Clearly, the new regulation offers contrasting 
incentives: parties need to unite in order to be able to win mandates in the one 
round FPTP election, while the low thresholds for nomination encourage parties 
to run independently.   

 Changes concerning the proportional tiers of the electoral system and the 
linkage between the majoritarian and proportional tiers raise concerns about 
the equality of votes (Mécs 2014, Reiner 2014). As the territorial lists were 
eliminated, the national list remained the only proportional tier, but lost most 
of its compensatory character. Formerly, the national list was used to collect 
the surplus votes and thus the smaller parties were able to win the majority of 
their mandates on this tier. Under the new regulation, the national list collects 
direct votes from voters (as mentioned above, in the old system votes were not 
cast on the national list at all) while it continues to absorb some votes from 
SMDs. Nevertheless, while in the old system only the votes cast for the non-
winning candidates in SMDs (and non-winning votes on territorial lists) were 
transferred to the national tier, according to the new law the surplus votes that 
are cast for the winning candidates are transferred as well. This means that the 
overrepresentation of the winner is reinforced by the transfer of the surplus 
votes which prove to be ‘unnecessary’ for the winning candidate in the SMDs.4 
As the strongest party tends to win SMD mandates, the thus-transferred surplus 
votes enhance the strength of the dominant party in the SMDs. Also, due to 
the transferred votes the vote component of the different mandates varies, so 
mandates on the national lists are more ‘expensive’, thus creating an indirect 
threshold for smaller parties. 

While all the former points indirectly raise concern about the equality of 
representation, the new electoral system directly addressed representation issues 
only in relation to ethnic minorities, and neglected to reform practices that affect 

4  Numerically speaking, these are votes in excess of the number of votes cast for the second best 
candidate, plus one.
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other minorities such as women or youth, despite the obvious representation 
shortcomings in this regard (Ilonszki 2012). The new electoral system allows 
minority groups to establish ethnic minority national lists to replace party 
national lists. Voters can cast a vote on a particular minority national list if 
they have identified themselves as members of the given ethnic minority group 
and pre-registered accordingly. This seemingly positive form of discrimination 
hides real discrimination. By voting for the ethnic minority national list, voters 
lose their right to participate in the politically relevant party national list vote. 
Moreover, in the case that a minority list fails to meet the threshold requirement 
– as in fact happened with all the 13 minority lists – their voters’ political 
representation is seriously affected. Instead, a so-called minority spokesperson 
is invited to participate in parliament – with limited rights – from the top place 
on the ethnic minority list. 

The question rightly arises: how do the above changes relate to more 
pragmatic problems such as redistricting and campaign financing concerns, as 
they occurred in relation to the old system?

The need for redistricting was already evident with the old electoral system 
and the reduction in the number of parliamentary seats also called for enlarged 
constituencies. When setting the boundaries, the (previously mentioned) 
suggestions of the Venice Commission were taken into account. Accordingly, 
the Hungarian Election Law (Act CCIII of 2011 – section 4(4)) mandates that 
the population of districts should not vary by more than 15 percent, allowing 
a more lax requirement of 20 percent variability for prospective revisions in 
the future. Unsurprisingly, the actual definition of boundaries became highly 
debated as left-leaning districts tend to have 5,000-6,000 voters more than right-
leaning districts (László 2012:9), and in some cases extreme and inexplicable 
disparities remain or were created (Scheppele 2014). The electoral law also lacks 
detailed requirements for future redistricting, and thus confirms the findings of 
earlier academic analysis; namely, that redistricting is based on “authoritarian-
like provisions” in Hungary (Popescu – Tóka 2008:262).  More concretely, a 
qualified parliamentary majority is entitled to decide about redistricting, in spite 
of the ruling of the Constitutional Court that asked for clear outlines about basic 
requirements, and in spite of the concerns expressed by experts over the lack of 
application of a specific algorithm (Bíró – Sziklay – Kóczy, 2012). 

The rules of campaign financing were modified with the aim of ensuring the 
greater transparency of party campaign spending. Formerly, the main problem 
with campaign financing had been the distance between codification and reality. 
Parties tended to exceed their legally defined budgets for campaigning, and 
presented stripped-down financial reports to the State Audit Office. In order to 
bring the legislation more into touch with reality, the new ceiling for campaign 
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expenses was increased. Parties are now entitled to financial resources 
depending on the number of SMD candidates they can field. For example, if a 
party manages to field candidates in all 106 voting districts, it will be eligible 
for 600 million HUF. Private financial resources are also available to parties. 
In the case of SMD candidates, one million HUF is allocated to a treasury card 
issued by the State Treasury which can be used for campaign financing, only 
through transfers. If the candidate does not manage to get at least two percent of 
all votes, they are required to refund the whole sum to the State Treasury. Most 
importantly, however, parties are not required to provide precise details about 
their spending. Parties do not have to pay back any state contributions, even if 
they do not get any votes at all – an exaggerated example, of course, although 
one which does not sound that extreme when one learns that fake parties have 
actually run for business reasons. 

As a report by Transparency International points out, the problem with the 
new regulation is not the fact that expected campaign costs are significantly 
higher than before, but that the spending of this money cannot be controlled. “… 
around 8 billion HUF went toward the parliamentary elections. The organizations 
operating the civil campaign monitoring site have earlier already shown that the 
parliamentary election campaign of the governing parties cost close to 4 billion 
HUF, Jobbik’s a little more than 1.2 billion HUF and that of left-wing parties 
close to 1.6 billion HUF. According to the law, one party is allowed to spend no 
more than HUF 995 million on their campaign, of which maximum HUF 703 
million can come from state funding” (Transparency International 2013). 

Thus, while an increase in the ceiling for campaign spending was necessary 
in order to better match the reality of the cost of campaigning, the parties still 
overspent and could not be held responsible due to the very limited power of 
the State Audit Office (Vértessy 2015). Furthermore, such generous financing 
also motivated the emergence of so-called fake or ‘business parties’ that were 
created for the sole purpose of accessing financial resources, with no intention 
of participating in political competition. The restrictions are lax, not only 
regarding expenditure but also contributions. While state funding is the most 
important source of income for most parties, the amount of private donations 
is hard to assess as cash may be transferred in support, and there is no limit 
on donations from individuals. Expert assessments suggest that the financial 
reports of parties are inconsistent, lack standardization, offer very minimal 
information and are not easily accessible to the public (Money, Politics and 
Transparency project database, 2015). 

Regarding campaign regulations, the issue of access to media has surfaced in 
various debates and has provoked criticism and opposition in many instances. 
Indeed, the first version of campaign regulation simply banned paid political 
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advertisements on commercial television channels, while mandating a specified 
number of (free) minutes on public television for each party. As the main source 
of political information in Hungary is commercial television (Medián 2014), 
this kind of strict limitation on the flow of information was struck down by 
the Constitutional Court as a violation of the right to free speech. Then the 
government tried to introduce this regulation into the Constitution, but an 
increase in national and international pressure prompted a revision permitting 
all parties to advertise in commercial media – but included the stipulation 
that these advertisements could not be paid for. As a result, not surprisingly, 
commercial television channels basically chose not to run campaign ads during 
the 2014 campaign. 

The above points demonstrate that the necessary and expected improvements 
in the old regulatory framework became distorted by political will and/or 
interest. First and foremost, the new electoral design favors the dominant party 
in almost all of the above-mentioned dimensions. In terms of disproportionality, 
the dominant party is overrepresented and will enjoy a stable position while 
the opposition remains fragmented. Although the existence of clear instances 
of gerrymandering has been debated in terms of the redistricting process, the 
winner is certainly not hurt by the new setup. As for campaign finance and 
other campaign practices, even the rule-makers themselves chose to ignore 
them, sending an alarming signal about the state of democracy in Hungary. 
These conditions confirm the claims made in the academic literature that the 
dominant actor is liable to introduce restrictive rules when its aim is to (re)
define the rules of the game. Otherwise, when multiple actors are present in the 
process of negotiation, institutions that support proportionality are favored to 
avoid “the risk to become an absolute loser” (Colomer 2005:17).  

PROMISES AND RESULTS – THE ELECTORAL 
SYSTEM IN THE CONTEXT OF ELECTORAL 
INTEGRITY 

The first trial of the new electoral system took place during the 2014 
parliamentary elections when Fidesz-KDNP successfully won 67 percent of 
mandates, with the Socialist party, Jobbik and LMP winning 19 percent, 11 
percent and 3 percent of seats, respectively. During the campaign process it 
became apparent that the new set of rules made the political campaign process 
more opaque. First of all, due to the transformed nomination process many new 
parties were created. As a result, in 2014, 18 national party lists existed, as 
opposed to 6 in 2010. Generous financing attracted fake parties which operated 
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not only financially but also politically in a mischievous way: by confusing 
voters with similar party names to those that “viable” opposition forces used, 
or just by appearing in SMDs where the competition was more intense. The 
share of votes given to the small parties that did not get into parliament was 
not high. At merely 3.6 percent it was very similar to the figure for 2010, 
while the voting pattern was significantly different: formerly ‘really existing’ 
parties were locked out of parliament and in 2014 only a few of the 14 non-
parliamentary parties showed the features of real parties at all: putting it more 
specifically, they did not campaign to win votes. Also, many scandals arose 
which resulted in complaints being filed to various authorities in relation to 
the new nomination process: allegedly, parties collected voters’ signatures for 
candidates in misleading ways, and some were accused even of counterfeiting 
signatures. While cases of major misconduct were not revealed, these problems 
did not contribute to the legitimacy of the process,5 thus the normative claim of 
an increase in transparency is unsupported. 

As the pre-registration criterion was eliminated through the reform process, 
the voting process itself was similar to that used in previous elections, but the 
distribution of mandates differed significantly. Table 2 provides an overview 
of the number and share of votes and mandates for the parliamentary and non-
parliamentary parties, together with the proportionality coefficient. The rule-
maker clearly enjoys an advantage: with approximately 45 percent of the vote, it 
gained more than a two-thirds majority of all seats. 

Table 2. Election results in 2014

% of votes 
cast for 

party list

No. of  
SMD 

mandates

No. of 
party list 
mandates

Total 
No. of 

mandates

% of 
mandates

Coefficient of 
proportionality

Fidesz-
KDNP 44,87 96 37 133 68,83 1,49

MSZP-
Együtt-
PM-DK-

MPL

25,5 10 28 38 19,10 0,75

Jobbik 20,22 0 23 23 11,56 0,57
LMP 5,34 0 5 5 2,51 0,47
Other 4 0 0 0 0
Total 00 106 93 199 100

Source: Választás 2014:16

5 See the OECD/ODIHIR report on the 2014 elections for more detail about complaint management.
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The data in Table 2 clearly demonstrate that the winning party is significantly 
overrepresented in terms of mandate share in parliament. Clearly, the increased 
relevance of the majoritarian tier (SMDs) plays a role in this respect, but one 
new element, the allocation of surplus votes from SMDs to the national list, 
further strengthened disproportionality in 2014. Table 3 illustrates the size of 
the lost ‘fragment’ votes (that originate in lost SMD votes; i.e. ones that did not 
earn a seat) and winner fragment votes (originating in SMD votes that earned 
a seat and contributed to reaching the number required to win a mandate). As 
the numbers show, nearly all surplus votes were used to support the rule-maker. 

Table 3. Structure of Votes on the National List for each Party at the 2014 Elections

No. of votes 
cast for national 

party list

Non-winning 
votes cast  in 

SMDs

Surplus votes 
cast  in SMDs

Votes cast 
through postal 

ballot

Fidesz-KDNP 2 142 142 176 193 766 708 122 588 

MSZP-Együtt-
PM-DK-MLP ⃰ 1 289 309 1 119 320 22 374 1495

Jobbik 1 017 550 1 000 636 2 926

LMP 268 840 244 191 573
⃰ From the parties that constituted a left-wing block and established a common national list and also ran common 
candidates in SMDs, only MSzP had a pre-electoral reform history. Introduction of the diverse background of 
these new parties would exceed the limitations of this article. Source: Választás 2014:19.

The last column in Table 3 contains a further element that does not directly 
demonstrate the majoritarian turn, although it illustrates the vote-maximizing 
intentions of the law-maker. For the first time in 2014, non-resident ethnic 
Hungarians who had applied for citizenship (granted by the new Basic Law) 
were allowed to vote at parliamentary elections. This brought in an additional 
128000 votes, 95 percent of which were cast for the governing Fidesz-KDNP 
coalition, securing them one additional parliamentary mandate. Although 
granting the right to vote to ethnic Hungarians did not affect substantially 
the outcome of the elections, it sent a strong symbolic message. The voting 
procedure applied to ethnic Hungarians living abroad created controversy as 
these individuals were permitted to vote through postal ballot – unlike the 
couple of hundred thousand Hungarians working in other European Union 
countries.

Both the surplus votes that compensated the winner and the votes from 
non-resident ethnic Hungarians strengthened the dominant party’s position. 
Without these votes, the Fidesz-KDNP coalition would have won 30 mandates 
on the national list, instead of the 37 mandates they actually acquired. All 
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these characteristics indicate a weakening of the compensatory potential of the 
electoral system, which increases disproportionality.

The overall result of above-mentioned changes is that proportionality 
substantially declined in 2014. Looking at the Loosemory-Hanby (L-H) index 
of proportionality, a further feature may be observed: the new electoral system 
indeed lessens proportionality in mandate distribution (with the L-H index 
increasing to 21.77 from 15.4).6 We should note, however, that proportionality is 
not only determined by instrumental tools such as the L-H index – which shifted 
significantly during the first two decades of democratic elections (ranging from 
21.15 in 1994 to 6,5 in 2006): this is the party system, whose features have 
explanatory value as well.7 The finding is consistent across different indices of 
disproportionality (see Gallagher 2017).

The spectacular impact of the electoral system may be observed in the 
opposition parties’ troubled electoral strategies. As already mentioned above, 
the one-round electoral design of SMDs forced the fragmented left to run one 
common candidate to potentially challenge the dominant party, but the two-
sided, polarized opposition (the left and the extreme right) could not cooperate. 
In fact, they were the strongest rivals; the difference in votes between the left and 
the extreme right candidates being less than 10 percent in approximately two-
thirds of the SMDs (70 from 106). This context clearly demonstrates that parties 
who implement electoral system changes “may want to change the whole format 
of the party system including both the identity  or  the number of the parties and 
the patterns of competition among them” (Katz 2005: 62). In fact, the left-wing 
parties chose to run common candidates in SMDs, as well as a joint list, which 
did not promote their electoral chances (and results) in the face of programmatic 
differences and personal conflict. These problems clearly benefited the dominant 
party which was able to win a relative majority in the face of two, almost equally 
strong, alternatives – and with the help of new regulations, transform the win 
into a two-thirds majority.

Having examined the mixed and controversial outcome that evolved from 
a combination of normative and partisan claims, an internationally focused 
general analysis also helps in this evaluation. For this purpose we have used the 
electoral integrity frame. Table 4 provides an overview of the evaluation of the 

6 The higher the index, the lower the level of disproportionality. 
7  Stumpf and Kovács emphasize that the transfer of surplus votes only has a significant effect if 

there is a dominant party in the electoral race. When the competition is tight between – usually 
two – candidates, the winner’s small margin of victory does not translate into a significant number 
of votes for transferring (2015:57). However, if there is a dominant party which has a significant 
margin of surplus votes, such transfers further strengthen its parliamentary position. Indeed, the 
L-H index would have decreased to 18.75 (instead of 21.77) without the effect of the surplus votes. 
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15 elections held in European countries in 2013-14.8 The project measures using 
indices eleven different aspects of an electoral system, which are as follows: 
electoral law, electoral procedures, voter registration, party and candidate 
registration, media coverage, campaign finance, voting process, vote count, 
results, and electoral authorities. As Table 4 shows, Hungary’s ranking is 
strikingly low for almost every element – often last –, and always less than the 
mean value for other European countries both in Western Europe and Eastern 
Europe. 

Table 4. Overview of most Important Indexes of Electoral Integrity for Selected West-
ern and Eastern European EU Member Countries

 West European 
countries*

East European 
countries** Hungary

 N Mean Std. 
Dev. N Mean Std. 

Dev. Mean

1-4. Electoral laws index (20-100) 7 76.6 12.4 7 69.7 15.9 44.5
2-5. Electoral procedures index 
(25-100) 7 88.0 6.1 7 78.7 11.2 74.3

3-4. Voting district boundaries index 
(20-100) 7 71.3 10.8 7 67.3 17.6 45.7

4-4. Voter registration index  
(20-100) 7 82.6 6.2 7 73.9 21.2 79.4

5-6. Party and candidate registration 
index (20-100) 7 78.3 4.7 7 77.7 10.5 66.5

6-6. Media coverage index (20-100) 7 63.8 4.5 7 56.9 8. 8 44.9
7-6. Campaign finance index  
(20-100) 7 62.1 9.9 7 57.5 10.5 46.9

8-9. Voting process index (20-100) 7 75.4 6.4 7 71.0 10.2 70.0

9-6. Vote count index (20-100) 7 87.8 9.1 7 86.5 9.8 85.3

10-5. Results index (25-100) 7 83.0 6.1 7 74.0 12.1 79.2
11-5. Electoral authorities index 
(25-100) 7 84.6 5.6 7 75.7 12.3 65.9

* Western European countries include: Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Germany, Italy, Malta, and the Netherlands.
** Central/Central-Eastern European countries include: Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary, Lithuania, 
Romania, Slovakia, and Slovenia.

Source: Pippa Norris, Ferran Martínez I. Coma and Richard W. Frank. 2014. The expert survey of 
Perceptions of Electoral Integrity, Release 2.5, (PEI_2.5) July 2014: www.electoralintegrityproject.com.

8 About the project details, see  www.electoralintegrityproject.com
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The most critical points in the assessment (those areas in which Hungary 
scored less than 50.00 points) are the electoral law itself, the voting district 
boundaries, media coverage and campaign finance. These are poorly ranked, not 
only compared to Western European democracies but also to Eastern European 
countries. The assessment of these dimensions is in line with our analysis and 
supports our findings. Within the integrity framework, electoral law is judged 
according to how unfair it is to smaller parties, and whether it favors the 
governing party. The dominance of the majoritarian mechanism, along with 
the allocation of surplus votes, is detrimental to smaller parties and favors the 
dominant party – a fact which is mirrored in the disproportional results of the 
2014 election. The assessment of voting district boundaries is also based on 
their level of impartiality, their tendency to support incumbent parties, and to 
discriminate against others. Campaign financing results are based on experts’ 
views about the accessibility of funds, transparency of usage and proper use 
of campaign money. As we have argued above, problems in Hungary were not 
new in this respect, but the indices show that the new regulatory framework 
did not solve these shortcomings. Analysis of how the media was used during 
the campaign exceeds the limits of this paper, but the low score suggests that 
public access to political information is far from satisfactory. In addition to 
these dimensions, the party and candidate registration index is at rock bottom. 
In contrast, the voter registration index occupies nearly the highest position – an 
element that was meant to be eliminated by the first version of the new electoral 
law. Procedural elements (electoral procedures, voting process, vote counts) are 
also ranked highly, warning that the low scores concern the political, not the 
technical aspects of the electoral system.

CONCLUSION

The integrity of elections has been reduced at several points of the election 
cycle in Hungary. This case study can add to the ongoing debate about electoral 
system change in three respects. First, it draws attention to the fact that the 
value of the electoral integrity frame can be enriched if an electoral system is 
simultaneously examined as an independent and a dependent variable. Electoral 
systems have far-reaching social, political, and even systemic consequences, but 
for a thorough analysis the reasons and intentions behind the design must also 
be considered.

Second, this analysis of the change of the electoral system in Hungary 
confirms that electoral systems are “quintessentially distributive institutions” 
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(Benoit 2004:366) and efficiency perspectives – our first claim, regarding the 
necessary corrections to the old design – are only of secondary importance, and 
are overwritten by partisan interests. 

Finally, the majoritarian turn in Hungary has proved to be a device with 
which to cement the dominant actor and in itself can be evaluated as a move 
away from established democratic practices (Blais – Massicote 1997). The 
primary strategic actor appears to be certain of its long-lasting and dominant 
position which will ensure a reinforced supermajority with the help of the new 
electoral system rules. Moreover, several elements of the current institutional 
framework (in addition to, and far exceeding the electoral system) automatically 
favor the dominant party’s interests. In the face of the divided and fragmented 
opposition, we may be witnessing the construction of a predominant party 
system (Sartori 1976) on the ruins of failing former institutions. The concern 
that the monopolies present in predominant party systems are barely affected by 
democratic processes extends beyond the frame of electoral systems themselves 
(DiPalma 1990:163). 
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